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THE LANCET.

London, Saturday, January 10, 1829.

AUTHOR GUTHRIE.

ilir, GUTHRIE has just put forth a pam-
phlet, in which he favours the Government
with the fruits of his excogitations respect-
ing the best mode of supplying the schools
of anatomy with subjects for dissection.

Nearly all intelligent men both in and out
of the profession, who have reflected on this
subject, having concurred in the opinion,
that the difficulty of obtaining subjects, and
the evils occasioned by that difficulty, are,

in a great degree, attributable to the law

which makes dissection a punishment for

crime, we are not surprised to find, that the
remedy preferred by Mr. Guthrie is, that
all executed criminals should be dissected.

This proposition is worthy of the genius,
but scarcely reconcileable with the well-

known modesty of the distinguished author,
since it is directly at variance with the re-

commendation with which the Parliamen-

tary Committee closed their Report, after a
deliberate examination of all the evidence

given before them. The legislature has to
choose between that recommendation and

the advice of the highly-gifted and modest
author, whose importance seems to have

been strangely overlooked by the Committee,
seeing that they afforded him no opportu-
nity of exposing the fallacy of the views on
which their Report is founded. ‘&deg; Repeal
that provision in your penal code, which
makes dissection part of the punishment for
crime," say the Parliamentary Committee.
"Extend and perpetuate that provision, by
making dissection a part of the punishment
for oil capital offences," says the " modest
author," Mr. GUTHRIE.

If the number of criminals annually exe-
ccted were sufficient to supply the demands
of science, it would, perhaps, be worth con-
side:ing, whether their bodies might not be

conveniently appropriated to the use of the

anatomical schools ; however absurd it may
be in principle to regard dissection as a

punishment and a mark of infamy, and, how-
ever impolitic to legislate on the supposi-
tion that crime will always be equally abun-
dant, or our penal code equally sanguinary.
But the number of bodies that might be

supplied from such a source would be

wholly iusufficient to meet the demands of
our schools of anatomy, and the eviis against
which the legislature is called upon to pro-
vide, would be increased by the adoption of
a measure which would be, practically, as
inadequate to the end proposed, as it is

in principle absurd and impolitic.
The proposition for consigning all un-

ckaimed bodies, under certain conditions, to

the dissecting-rooms, is entirely free from
the objections to which all other plans
which have been hitheito suggested for the
supply of our anatomical schools, ate liable.
We say all unclaimed bodie,s, without dis-

tinguishing the rank of the deceased, or the
places in which they may have died. The

class of society whose bodies will thus be
made available for the purpos: s of science

will, no doubt, consist chiefly of destitute

persons dying in workhouses and hospitals;
because persons who leave property behind
them will seldom want friends who will be

ready to show a tender regard for their re-
mains. But the want of a claimant wiJl

furnish a just criterion of the propriety of

consigning a body to the dissecting-room,
whenever dissection shaD cease to be a stig-
ma, and a mark of infamy. So long as it
continues to be a part of the legal punish-
ment for crime, it will be unjust to subject
men, because they are poor and friendless,
to the disgrace of dissection, after their de-
cease in public hospitals and workhouses.
But when the provision, which consigns the
bodies of executed murderers to the anato-

mist, shall be repealed, the dissection of an
unclaimed body will reflect no other dis-

grace on the deceased, except that which

may arise from the presumption it will af
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ford of his having died guilty of a crime ’

of no small magnitude in a country where
talent, and honour, and morality, as com-
pared with wealth, are considered mere

dust in the balance,-we mean the crime of

poverty.
Whether any steps have yet been taken

by the executive government, or by the
teachers of anatomy themselves, to put a

stop to dissection, until the legislature
shall decide on some safe and unexception-
able means of supplying the dissecting-
room with subjects, we know not; but we

again earnestly entreat the Government to
take this subject into their serious considera-
tion ; and we must once more express our firm

conviction, that nothing but the immediate
closure of all the dissecting-rooms in the

metropolis, can effectually protect the pub-
lic against atrocities similar to those which

have just been detected at Edinburgh. If

the commerce between anatomists and

resurrectionists be suffered to continue, and
if murder be perpetrated by trading as-

sassins in this metropolis, will not an awful
responsibility attach to those who had it in
their power to prevent the crime by
seasonable interposition ?

IF the enemies of a free medical press,-
if the corruptionists of our hospitals,if the

despicable BATS and ABERDEEN DuBs, who

disgrace medical society,-cannot distin-

guish between forbearance from fear, and

forbearance arising from pity for the fallen,
we will soon teach them a lesson, which

they shall not forget to the last hour of

their filthy existence. Probably they ima-

gined we are so intoxicated with our re-

cent success, that we are insensible to

passing events-blind to their move-

ments. Idiots! they are deceived; which

they may, perhaps, discover, when remedy
is beyond reach, and when they are over-
whelmed, and pressed to the earth, with
the consequences of their own infamy.

THE LANCET a libellous publication! A libel-
lous publication,-let the intelligent and ho-
nest reader direct his attention to the fol-

lowing pages, and then say if it be possible
to libel the authors of a proceeding of which
he will there find a faithful account. Is

there any language sufficiently strong to

exhibit the baseness of the revengeful
wretches who instigated the measure against
Mr. LAMBERT, or to adequately depict the

servility and folly of the slavish tools by
whom it was sanctioned! Are they for

attacks on character 1 If so, let them look

to their &deg;‘ houses of glass," which may ex.
perience a storm at once terrific and aunihi-

lating ; when attacked by an assassin, you
are justified in seizing the dagger of the
murderer, and plunging it into his own bo-
som. From the commencement of this

Journal we have fought our enemies openly
and fairly with the legitimate weapons of

literary warfare. This course it is our wish

to pursue, and this course we shall pursue,
unless our opponents place in our hands

other instruments, which it would be base-
ness and folly not to wield in defence of our-
selves and our friends. What is Mr. LAM-

BERT’S offence 1 His late connexion with

THE LANCET. The creatures who voted

against him at the Westminster Medical

Society, know and feel that there does not
live a man of more strict integrity, or a man
whose life has been marked by a more un-

deviating course of honourable conduct.

They know full well that he is their supe-
rior in talent, as well as in honesty, and that
when they are rotten and forgotten, aud

forgotten before they are rotten, his name
will stand conspicuous in the surgical annals
of his country. We refer the reader to Mr.

LAMBERT’S candid, manly, and unansver-
able defence of himself. He disproves

&deg;‘ malice" entirely. What are the charges
against him, then! ? The anathema of the

J ukig,-e, and the unprofessional character
Lof the report. But, we foiget. There was no

. charge, ao accuser, except, indeed, in the
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Person of the upright, the impartial, Chair-
man ! We shall still refrain from comment on

the evidence, because it is not yet published
but in vindication of Mr. LAMBERT’S charac.

ter, it surely is not criminal to state, that the
words attributed to the Judge, in the report
of The Times newspaper were not uttered by
Lord Tenterden. His Lordship’s words were
these= You do not answer any one question di- -

rectly;" and Mr. LAMBERT’s accusers should
bear in mindif they can bear in mind any-
thing that is favourable to a man-that

questions may be so mixed up with fact and
fiction, that no honest witness can answer

them immediately, nor until he has sepa-
rated the one from the other. Besides,
was it not the counsel’s object to produce
hesitation and confusion in the defendant’s

witnesses-his object to destroy, by every
means in his power, the value of their testi-

mony ? And why? Because he had only
ONE, out of upwards of two hundred eye-
witnesses of the operation, to oppose their
evidence. And how BE succeeded will be

seen on Tuesday next. On that day our

report of the trial will be published. To

the charge of the report being "
unpro-

fessional," the answer is easy : it was an

"unprofessional" operation. The operation
was a caricature-the report was slightly co-
loured. "But says the upright Chairman,
there should be an esprit de corps in our pro
fession-Mr. LAMBERT should have thrown

a cloak over the affair ; he should have gone
to the operator, and ’lamented in a word,
" he did not do as he would be done unto."

Mr. Thompson should recollect that there
is an esprit de corps among thieves. Honour

among thieves-bound by a generous spirit
of union. But the welfare and security of
society teach us that it is advantageous,
occasionally to remove these gentlemen, by
an operation at the Old Bailey, not less
effectual than some of those performed
at Guy’s Hospital. " But, (says the up-

right Chairman,) do as you would be done
unto." Kow, with a view to show his love of I,

justice, and his mode of " doing unto others
as he would have others do unto him," we
will put a very brief question to him, and
wait patiently one week for his answer.

Mr. Anthony Todd Thompson, if you
were placed upon the floor of the King’s
Bench, on a charge that involved your ve-

racity and your honour, in the highest de-
gree, how would you like for the Judge,
who was to pass sentence on you, to leave

his seat at a moment when he thought the

jury were in your favour, and make a violent

speech in aggravation of your supposed
offences ?

There is only one point which Mr. LAM-
BERT omitted to explain in his speech-we
refer to the state of the parts on the post.
mortem examination. Here, again, Mr.

Lambert is a sufferer from the calumnies of

his " Hole and Corner" accusers, and, as
an act of justice, we feel it to be our duty
to insert in this place a portion of the evi-
dence of Dr. Hodgkin, extracted from him

in his cross-examination.

Have you read the report in THE LAN-
CET of the post-mortem examination of

Stephen Pollard’s body?If I have riot
read it, I have heard it read.
Have you not read it ?I am not sure

that I have.
Will you be kind enough to read it?-

(handing the report.)I have heard it read.
Was there any inaccurate statement

in it ?There was an inaccurate state-

ment respecting the third lobe. It is stated
there. what I believed at the time, but
which subsequent examination proved not
to be the case.

Is not that report taken from YOUR
OWN WORDS ?I BELIEVE IT IS : it
is so stated in my notes.

* * * * * *

Did you try to force your fingers theie,
(between the bladder and rectum,) before

you exhibited the preparation to Mr. Lam-
bert ?&mdash;I have not.
Did you not 1-1 DO NOT RECOLLECT

THAT I DID ! !
Did you examine it particularly ?-I ex-

amined it.
Are you certain that opening did not

exist, at the time you showed the parts to
Mr. Lambert 1-1 have stated I DID NOT
SEE IT, until he showed it to me.

Such is the evidence on which it has been
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determined to expel Mr. Lambert from the !
Westminster Medical Society. We believe

there aie still in that body enough of
honourable and independent members, to
come forward oa Saturday evening next,
and who, by not aiiowing the minutes of the
last meeting to be confirmed, may rescue
Mr. Lambert from intended injustice and
insult, and the Society from impending in-
famy.
On this occasion, we shall merely say

to the "COUNCIL" of the LONDON Medical

Society, " Read the evidence before you de-
cide against Mr. Lambert, and also keep in
remembrance what we have hinted relative

to those who reside in 11 houses of glass."

.A Supplement to Myology ; containing the Ar-

teries, Veins, Nerves, and Lymphatics of the
Humaaa Body, the Abdominal and Thoracic

Viscera, the Ear and Eye, the Brain, and the
Gravid Uterus, with the Fcctal Circulation.

By E. W. TusoN, Lecturer on Anatomy
and Physiology. Fol. pp. 9. Coloured

Plates. London. Callow and Wilson.

MR. Tuso,,’s &deg;&deg; System of Myology" has

already reached a second edition, and, from
the great merits of the work before us, it

will, most likely, experience a still more de-
cided success. These plates must not be

regarded as mere drawings or paintings,
but as DISSECTIONS of drawings, and, in point
of accuracy and utility, are second only to ac-
tual dissections of the human body. In the

study of these dissected plates, the sense of
touch is exercised as well as that of sight ;
hence their vast superiority over every
other description of graphic illustration.

All the parts of the body, from the skin
down to the bone, are arranged in their na-
tural order, and thus the student, (as in dis-
sections of the dead,) before he raises a
muscle or a fascia, &c., may ask, 11 What parts
shall I next expose ?" .c. This is an admir-
able method of exercising the memory, and,

if persevered in for any length of time, must

always be attended with the best results.
We feel no hesitation in saying, that tljis

work is evidently a performance of great

labour, and that the manner in which it isexecuted, reflects infinite credit on the ta-

lents and industry of the author.

WESTMINSTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Saturday, January 3, 1829.

Dr. SOMERVILLE at first took the chair,
but in the course of a few minutes, and be-
fore any business was entered upon, gave
way to Dr. A. T. Thomson. The minutes
of the last meeting were then read, from
which it appeared that a proposition had
been put by the Chairman of that evening,
(Mr. C. Hawkins.) to send round a ballot

box, on the question of expelling Mr.1am-
bert from the Society ; but that subsequently
it was agreed, on the suggestion of illr.

Mayo, the ballot should be postponed until
this evening. Dr. Thomson said the Society
would now proceed to act on this resolution;
and it had been considered right, that the
election of the members about to be bal-
lotted for, should not take place until the
next meeting. He thought this an act of

justice towards the individual unfortunately
implicated, as well as to the Society at large ;
aud, further, he considered it proper that
all visiters should leave the room.
Some objection was offered by Mr. Lam-

bert to visiters leaving, until the ballot actu-
ally took place. He was about to address
the meeting at some length, and he did not
wish to speak with closed doors. The Chair-
man, however, persisted in requesting visi-
ters to withdraw; and, in consequence, a

great number of gentlemen left, and others
were prevented from entering the room.
The gentlemen who had thus been com-

pelled to quit, and all who afterwards ar-
rived, both visiters and members, collected
at the door on the staircase. Mr. Wakley
was pacing up and down the lobby, and a

few minutes after the visiters were expelled,
he sent the following question, in writmg, to
the Chairman :-
" Can Mr. Wakley be admitted?"de-

claring at the same time that he had at-
tended for the purpose of answeiing the
calumnies which the Chairman himself had
directed against his character at the previousmeeting of the Society. The following is


